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Abstract—The sophistication of covert activities employed by 

criminal networks with technology has been proven to be very 

challenging for criminal enforcement fraternity to cripple their 

activities. In view of this, law enforcement agencies need to be 

equipped with criminal network analysis (CNA) technology 

which can provide advanced and comprehensive intelligence to 

uncover the primary members (nodes) and associations (links) 

within the network. The design of tools to predict links between 

members mainly rely on Social Network Analysis (SNA) models 

and machine learning (ML) techniques to improve the precision 

of the model. The primary challenge of constructing classical ML 

models such as random forest (RF) with an acceptable level of 

accuracy is to obtain a large enough dataset to train the model. 

Obtaining a large enough dataset in the domain of criminal 

networks is a significant problem due to the stealthy and covert 

nature of their activities compared to social networks. The main 

objective of this research is to demonstrate that a link prediction 

model constructed with a relatively small dataset and dataset 

generated through self-simulation by leveraging on deep 

reinforcement learning (DRL) can contribute towards higher 

precision in predicting links. The training of the model was 

further fused with metadata (i.e. environment attributes such as 

criminal records, education level, age and police station 

proximity) in order to capture the real-life attributes of organised 

crimes which is expected to improve the performance of the 

model. Therefore, to validate the results, a baseline model 

designed without incorporating metadata (CNA-DRL) was 
compared with a model incorporating metadata (MCNA-DRL). 

Keywords—Metadata; time-series network; social network 

analysis; criminal network; deep reinforcement learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, members of organised crimes often work 
together to form a resilient and flexible structure to execute 
their covert and stealthy activities [1]. The CNA tools are 
mainly constructed based on social network analysis (SNA) 
models and metrics [2]. SNA which combines knowledge of 
graph theory and the discipline of social science [3] is a 
common method employed to analyse the criminal network to 
uncover hidden structural relationships and key players in 
criminal syndicates [4,5]. These SNA applications also have a 
graphical interface that provides a comprehensive visual 
topological analysis of domain with network orientated dataset 
[6]. Most social media e.g. Snapchat, Twitter and Facebook 
recommend relationships using the SNA models based on the 
likelihood of associations or links of common interest [7]. 

In the topological analysis of criminal network, 
environmental factors that can affect the evolving formations 

of links between participants of the network have to be taken 
into consideration [8]. These factors such as criminal records, 
education level, age and family background (Fig. 1) are known 
as metadata. They provide further circumstantial information 
that may affect structural patterns of a criminal network over a 
period of time [9]. 

Criminal networks tend to exhibit a high likelihood of 
having unknown links or relationships as criminal activities 
usually operate in covert and stealthy nature [11]. The 
incomplete and inconsistent database captured during law 
enforcement procedures could have been done deliberately by 
criminals or unintentional human mistakes [12]. In such 
circumstances, the SNA methods of predicting probable 
existence or non-existence of links or relationships in criminal 
networks provide critical information that determines whether 
attempts to disrupt criminal activities can be successful 
(Fig. 1). 

The prediction of links using SNA metrics is usually based 
on the structure of the network and supported by information 
on the contents of the nodes [13]. 

The link prediction model developed in this research 
(Fig. 1) leverages on DRL to achieve self-learning and 
generated datasets which can be combined with smaller 
domain datasets [14, 15] for ML training. The deep learning 
(DL) algorithm within the model would reduce reliance on 
specific human programmed algorithms when formulating an 
ML function [16-18]. The self-learning ability leverages on 
reinforcement learning (RL) whereby ML is achieved through 
recursive trial and error based on a system of rules operating in 
a domain where points are awarded when each task is 
successfully completed and deducted as punishments for 
failure [19]. 

The model developed in this research may encounter 
certain limitations in that it is constructed based on relatively 
small dataset which is a common attribute of criminal or 
terrorist networks compared to social networks such as Twitter, 
Instagram and Pinterest. The relatively small dataset may have 
an impact on the predictive performance of some classical 
supervised machine learning models being trained. 

A. Structure of Paper 

Our research paper consists of six sections with Section I is 
the introduction, Section II is a review of other research works 
involving evolutionary social network, ML models and 
implications of metadata fusion. In Section III, an explanation 
of the proposed and baseline models developed together with 
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the methodology of training is provided. Section IV provides 
information on the properties of the dataset, set-up of the 
experiments and a discussion of the results of the experiments. 
The research conclusion is discussed in Section V and 
Section VI explores the trajectory for subsequent research 
work. 

 

Fig. 1. MCNA-DRL Model to Predict Links for Evolutionary Criminal 

Network [10]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [13] Budur E. et al. developed an SNA model to predict 
hidden or missing links in a criminal network. The authors 
explained that the problem with real-world criminal dataset is 
that it is relatively small compared to social network dataset to 
effectively trained classical ML models. They leveraged upon 
the gradient boosting machine (GBM) ML algorithm and 
trained with a large dataset of about 1.5 million nodes and 4 
million links by combining a few datasets. The large dataset is 
expected to capture the real-world nature of the criminal 
network with better precision. In their experiment, their 
proposed model managed to perform with higher predictive 
accuracy compared with models developed in prior works 
which performed with a smaller dataset. The authors did state 
that predictive accuracy could be improved if a time series 
dataset was used as it will better represent the properties of 
real-world criminal syndicates [20]. 

In [21], S. K. Dash et al. developed an SNA model to 
predict hotspot crime location by fusing crime data with 
metadata attributes such as police station proximity, education 
quality and emergency service call to improve the quality of 
the prediction. The model leveraged upon the supervised 
machine technique of support vector machine (SVM) which 
was trained on a dataset with feature extracted from 
environmental, social factors related to crime prediction. The 
data fusion was found to have improved the prediction quality 
of the model. 

In [22], Bliss C. A. et al. proposed a link prediction model 
with Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy as link 
weights which ensemble 16 neighbourhood and similarity 
indices and leveraged on an evolutionary computing algorithm. 
The link prediction model, combining 16 SNA metrics, 

leveraged on evolutionary computing and trained with Twitter 
reciprocal reply network (RNN) dataset, was found to perform 
better than other supervised learning models such as SVM 
constructed from SNA metrics derived independently and in 
isolation. They also suggested future research to include 
geospatial features and community structure in a time-evolving 
network, 

Sarvari, H. et al. [23] used SNA techniques such as 
centrality measures, PageRank and clustering coefficient to 
gain insight into the organisation of criminal community by 
constructing a large scale graph from a smaller dataset, for 
example, email address of criminals. The techniques of SNA 
analysis of large constructed social graph information were are 
able to provide a more detail profiling of criminals. Further 
research was suggested to incorporate the profile linking social 
graph from Facebook to other social networking media, e.g. 
Google+ and Twitter to derive a considerably complete profile 
of the scammers. 

A recent breakthrough was achieved by Silver et al. [24] 
where an ML program that they developed with DRL, 
AlphaGo, demonstrated super-human performance by 
defeating the world’s top grandmaster from China in the board 
game of Go, which has more permutation possibilities than all 
the atoms in the known universe. The feat was achieved with a 
combination of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm, 
which replicated the intuitive judgement capability of human to 
narrow the search scope to board patterns with the highest 
likelihood of success. 

In the subsequent trajectory of their research on DRL, 
Silver et al. enhanced their AlphaGo program by developing 
AlphaGo Zero which was able to self-learn using dataset 
generated via self-play against prior versions of itself [25]. 
AlphaGo Zero was provided only with the basic domain rules 
of the game and was able to defeat AlphaGo after 3 days of 
self-learning. The DRL algorithm developed had reduced the 
reliance on incorporating human-crafted domain knowledge to 
achieve predictive performance. Therefore the DRL model had 
opened up possibilities of applying the algorithm to train other 
ML models with a relatively small real-world dataset. 

In [26]. Lim, Marcus et al. have incorporated findings from 
the research work of Silver et al., and leveraged upon the 
algorithm of DRL to construct a link prediction in the domain 
of criminal network with a relatively small snapshot dataset 
combined with a self-generated dataset. The research yielded 
some positive results indicating DRL algorithm could be used 
to construct predictive models with adequate precision when 
trained with self-generated dataset in accordance with domain 
rules. 

From the related works reviewed, there is little evidence 
that both DRL and metadata fusion technique have been 
incorporated into the field of link prediction for a dynamic 
criminal network structure which changes over time. This 
research is expected to fill the gaps by investigating the manner 
DRL and metadata fusion can be integrated to train a model to 
predict with better precision on a more diverse evolutionary 
graph-based dataset such as a terrorist network. 
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III. MODELS AND METHODOLOGY 

A. Proposed MCNA-DRL Model 

The problem of predicting the formation or disappearance 
of edges in a network is treated as a binary classification task in 
ML modelling process.The data fusion DRL link prediction 
CNA (MCNA-DRL) model (Fig. 2) was developed as an 
extension of the research done by Marcus Lim et al. [27] using 
the MCTS model in the link prediction process. 

The DL algorithm of the MCNA-DRL model has a 
significant influence on the overall performance of the model 
as it relies on the optimisation of parallel processing with 
graphics processing unit (GPU). The predictive accuracy of the 
MCNA-DRL model is assessed with the area under curve 
(AUC) scores [28]. 

The DL which functions as the value network for RL 
approximates a vector of a probability distribution (Fig. 3), 
computed from the SNA metrics as weights based on structural 
features of the nodes (vertex) and links (edges). In the 
formulation of the feature matrix (Fig. 2), metadata such as the 
count of criminal records, age and education levels are derived 
as weights in the training of the neural network. The metadata 
formulated weighted edges will approximate the output values 
provided by the neural network to rank node pairs based on the 
likelihood that links (edges) are predicted to form or disappear. 
The MCTS algorithm will perform the tree traversal 

commencing from the edges that achieved the top raking 
scores. The aggregated predicted scores computed from every 
state of a completed network traversal is then fed back to the 
value network to recalibrate the model’s hyper-parameters to 
improve the precision of the prediction in the next iteration 
(Fig. 2). 

B. Methodology 

The classical SNA metrics (Table I) to predict the links are 
calculated for every pair of nodes and formulated as a feature 
matrix for the purpose of training the link prediction model 
[29]. During the features learning process, the DL (neural 
network) algorithms are trained to predict the probable edges 
as a classification of positive or negative edges (Fig. 2). An 
edge that is predicted to form in the next instance is tagged as a 
positive label or is tagged as a negative label if it disappears. 

The SNA metrics are computed for each edge of the node 
pair of the criminal network where φ(i) represents the 
neighbouring nodes in the network of node i. ki refers to the 

degree of node i.
)(t

ijn  represents the number of walks of length 

t for each pair of nodes i and j.  denotes the discount factor 

for the computation of walks of longer length. 

During testing, the prediction of links is made for every 
sample node pair based on the score aggregated from an array 
with multiple SNA feature metrics (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed MCNA-DRL Model for Link Prediction [10]. 
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TABLE I. SNA METRICS FOR LINK PREDICTION [13] 
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In the MCNA-DRL model, the DL algorithm is an 
approximation function that is received as inputs of the first 
state of the network, S0, and it computes the vectors indicating 
the likelihood of the existence or non-existence of the edges. 
The probability values derive from these vectors serve as 
weights of these edges in the link prediction process. 

The SNA neural network (Fig. 2) learns from the values of 
these weights, and the value network generates the estimated 
measures via self-simulation using the SNA metric scoring by 
leveraging on the RL technique. 

The MCTS network traversal commence at the root node, 
and the traversal to the following node creates a new state from 
the present network state based on the likelihood of an edge 
being formed or removed. A probable edge identified from the 
present state, S1 to the subsequent state, S2 is due to any action 
taken by the agent is based on the binary classification rules of 
evaluation will then be fed back to both the value and policy 
networks where a cost function will then calibrate the 
hyper-parameters again to enhance the predictive performance 
in the next iteration. 

Notes (Fig. 2): 

1) The Criminal Network dataset is mapped into SNA 

feature matrix for link prediction. 

2) Metadata features is to a multi-dimensional feature 

matrix. 

3) The SNA feature matrix of the Common Neighbour, 

Jaccard, Adamic-Adar Metrics, serve as the input layer of the 

value network. 

4) The metadata feature matrix input such as the score of 

crime records, age and education level are processed to be 

processed by metadata data fusion value network. The SNA 

metrics of Hub Index and Preferential Attachment index 

functions as weights for the hidden layer 1 and hidden layer 2 

respectively of the function approximator value Network. 

5) The SNA metric function approximator identifies 

node-pairs with the highest likelihood of link formation or 

destruction. 

6) The SNA feature matrix will also be factored in the data 

fusion weighted edges formulation process. 

7) The output from .metadata fusion neural net is 

processed data fusion weighted edges formulation algorithm. 

8) MCTS module simulates the network instance 

generation commencing on random node-pairs sorted by the 

links most likely to form or disappear (P0, P1) derived by The 

SNA metrics weighted edges formulation process. 

9) The States, S0 to SN denote networks reconstructed with 

the identified hidden links at the end of each simulated link 

prediction rollout. The States generated are evaluated against 

the 5 test dataset instances (T0 to T5) to measure the degree of 

success in the link prediction. 

10) The evaluation score from a prior instance is feedback to 

recalibrate the policy and value network to reduce errors in the 

next iteration. 

11) The predictive performance evaluation score from 

time-elapsed training dataset (T0 to T5) by the RL is used to 

recalibrate the metadata fusion neural network. 

12) The predictive performance evaluation score from 

time-elapsed training dataset (T0 to T5) by the RL is used to 

recalibrate the SNA neural network function approximator. 

The AUC metric is used to evaluate both the MCNA-DRL 
and baseline CNA-DRL models. The AUC metric may have 
values from 0 to 1, where a score of 1 achieved by a model 
represents the best predictive precision. 

C. Time-Evolving Network 

In this research, both the MCNA-DRL model and the 
baseline CNA-DRL model is trained using the Madrid 
bombing time-series dataset based on the Rooted PageRank 
[28] algorithm. Every node pair is ranked based on the weights 
derived in accordance to the elapsed time between the present 
instance and the next instance of prediction process, Given a 
pair of nodes x and y with a common node, z that may exist 
between these nodes, the probability of a traversal commencing 
from x to y is represented as [30]: 
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The time factor is formulated in Rooted PageRank as a 
weight with the time interval being a probability scaled in 
accordance with the distance between a pair of nodes. 

The time-evolving network can be used to model social 
groups with structural configurations that change over time 
[30]. The structural configuration that varies over time may be 
caused by actors (nodes) joining or dropping out of the 
network as time passes. 

D. Metadata Fusion 

The fusion of metadata is the technique of combining 
various data sources derived from the external factors of the 
environment, which may have an impact on the features 
extracted to train a predictive model. Metadata in the context of 
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a criminal network that could have an impact on the behaviour 
of actors (nodes) to participate or exit from the network over 
time are criminal records, age, education level and family 
background [31]. In the construction of the MCNA-DRL 
model (Fig. 2), the number of criminal records, age and 
education level are factored as weights to train the metadata 
fusion DL value network. The value computed by the metadata 
fusion DL is factored in the calculation of the weights to rank 
the edges based on the likelihood to change in the next 
instance. The feature matrix extracted from the metadata and 
factored as weight is computed as follows [31]: 

vk = 

iiki bxw

i


         (2) 

with v representing the feature vector of the DL layers, w 
refers to the weight of every time-elapsed, k, for node i with b 
indicating the related bias. The bias is recalibrated at the 
completion of every training cycle. 

The SNA metrics is combined linearly with the metadata 
weight index (2) in the formulation of the feature matrix for 
training the DL. Linear combination is used to simplify the 
resource hungry computation process. The combined weights 
index are used for making the actual prediction during the 
prediction process period. The combined index computed for 
every node pair would allow prediction to be made using 
alternative combination of parameters while reducing greatly 
the computation resource required by the technique. The first 
set of model parameters used as input to the DL is derived in 
random from parameter space for every prediction iteration. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The terrorist network dataset of the Madrid train bombing 
in 2004 is a time-series dataset containing 20 time periods from 
the years 1985 to 2006 involving some 55 nodes (actors) [32] 
(Fig. 3, 4). The proposed MCNA-DRL model and CNA-DRL 
models are evaluated based on the AUC score which is a 
typical technique adopted to evaluate the precision of the 
classification models [13]. 

For the purpose of this experiment, only the dataset from 
the years 1998 to 2003 was used before the 2004 bombing 
event which was an exceptional event not reflective of the 
normal factors affecting the structural changes of the network. 

 

Fig. 3. Actual Criminal Network at Time-Stamp T2002. 

 

Fig. 4. Actual Criminal Network at Time-Stamp T2003. 

A. Experiment Set-up 

To train the CNA-DRL and MCNA-DRL models, the 
dataset is formulated into a feature matrix whereby each state 
of the network represents the formation or cessation of an edge. 
The original node pair edge at each state is mapped onto a 
feature matrix with values from a prior time snapshot where a 
criminal link comes into existence or disappear (Fig. 2). 

The Madrid bombing dataset segregated randomly into two 
(2) subset with a ratio of 75%:25% was used for training and 
testing respectively. The training set is extracted from the years 
1998 to 2002 to build the feature matrix and used for training 
both the models. The number of positive links denoting the 
formation of new links in the next time step is obtained. The 
negative edges denoting cessation of the existing links in the 
next time step are then randomly chosen to match the number 
of positive links. 

The performance evaluation score from the time-elapsed 
training dataset is fed back to the neural network to recalibrate 
the hyper-parameters using a cost function to minimise the 
error in prediction by both models in the next instance. The 
prediction of links is then simulated with the trained models 
which have been recalibrated on the test dataset (Fig. 5 and 6). 

B. Results and Discussion 

The MCNA-DRL model was able to correctly predict more 
edges (Fig. 5) that were supposed to appear in the topology of 
the year 2003 network than the CNA-DRL model (Fig. 6) 
when compared to the original terrorist network topology at 
T2003 (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 5. Predicted Network by MCNA-DRL Model at Time-Stamp T2003. 
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Fig. 6. Predicted Network by CNA-DRL Model at Time-Stamp T2003. 

The CNA-DRL model did not predict four new edges, i.e. 
node pairs (3146, 3149), (3144, 3164), (3132, 3149) and (3150, 
3152) correctly. The CNA-DRL model did not correctly 
predict four edges that should have disappeared, i.e. node pairs 
(3134, 3161), (3132, 3137), (3137, 3141) and (3136, 3157) 
(Fig. 6) compared to the actual network in year 2002 (Fig. 3). 

The MCNA-DRL model did not correctly predict one new 
edge, i.e. node pairs (3144, 3164) and two edges that should 
have disappeared, i.e. node pairs (3134, 3161)(3136, 3157) 
(Fig. 6) compared to the actual network at the year 2002 
(Fig. 3). 

Comparing the predicted terrorist network structure the 
year 2003, the results of the experiment indicate that the 
MCNA-DRL model (Fig. 6) which incorporates weights 
derived from the metadata incorrectly predicted five edges less 
than the CNA-DRL model (Fig. 5). Therefore, the features of 
metadata data sources factored as weights, attributed by the 
metadata formulation process seem to have contributed to the 
higher predictive precision of the MCNA-DRL model. This 
could be because of the incorporation of the metadata which 
captures the real-life environmental features of the terrorist 
network. 

The AUC scores of the MCNA-DRL prediction model 
(Fig. 7) that factor in the metadata as weights achieved a higher 
AUC score than the CNA-DRL prediction model which did not 
incorporate metadata fusion by a score of 0.09 (Tables II). 

The overall better performance of the MCNA-DRL model 
could be attributed to the fact that metadata provides other 
co-related environmental information that may strengthen or 
weaken the relationships between the nodes over time. This 
information improves the likelihood of identifying edges which 
can reduce the scope of the search performed by the MCTS 
algorithm. 

The results also demonstrated that both models, constructed 
by leveraging on DRL, achieved predictive precision with the 
AUC scores above 0.5 (Fig. 8). This predictive precision was 
achieved despite the original dataset being relatively small 
compared to the most social networks as the models were 
further trained with self-simulated instances by RL. 

The results of the experiment conducted are consistent with 
the investigation on DRL by Lim, Marcus et al. who 
constructed a criminal network link prediction model and 

trained on a snapshot dataset [27]. The current research 
represents an extension of the work done by the same research 
team [27] which made comparison of the DRL technique with 
classical GBM, SVM and RF techniques for link prediction 
models that were also trained on relatively small dataset which 
is characteristics of most criminal network (Table III). The 
comparisons made indicate that the classical models generally 
need to be trained on relatively larger dataset to achieve a 
better predictive accuracy than the DRL model that could be 
trained with the domain dataset and self-generated dataset. 

Comparisons are also made with the time-evolving link 
prediction model (TDRL-CNA) model by Lim, Marcus et al. 
[28] which did not incorporate metadata fusion (Table III). 
While the TDRL-CNA model performance seems to peak after 
1500 iterations, the MCNA-DRL model still managed to 
achieve a marginal improvement in the predictive accuracy by 
incorporating metadata after extended training iterations. 

 

Fig. 7. AUC Score for the MCNA-DRL and CNA-DRL Link Prediction 

Models for Madrid Bombing Terrorist Network. 

TABLE II. AUC SCORES OF MCNA-DRL LINK PREDICTION MODEL AND 

CNA-DRL MODELS 

Dataset AUC Time-score(Hr) Iterations 

MCNA-DRL 0.79 4.3 2500 

CNA-DRL 0.70 3.9 2500 

 

Fig. 8. ROC Curve of Link Prediction Model. 
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OF DRL LINK PREDICTION MODELS FROM 

RELATED RESEARCH WORKS 

Model MCNA-DRL TDRL-CNA DRL-CNA 

ML 

technique 

DRL with 

metadata fusion 
DRL DRL 

Tree search 

ranking 

algorithm 

MCTS 
Breadth first 

search 

Depth first 

search 

SNA  

metrics 
classical classical classical 

Dataset 20 time-periods 11 time-periods snapshot 

Maximum 

nodes 
55 27 62 

Training 

time-score 

(hour) 

4.3 Not available 1.2 

Training 

iterations 
2500 1500 1500 

AUC Score 0.79 0.78 0.73 

Authors Current work [28] [27] 

V. CONCLUSION 

The results from this research was able to demonstrate that 
a model can be trained for the purpose of link prediction with a 
combination of metadata, relatively smaller dataset and 
self-generated dataset by leveraging on DRL. These results are 
evidenced by the AUC score of 0.79 and 0.70 achieved 
respectively by the MCNA-DRL and CNA-DRL models 
(Tables II). However, further experiments may need to be 
conducted to confirm if models constructed with DRL can 
achieve a better predictive performance than classical 
supervised ML models if a large scale dataset is used. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The future direction of this research will consider 
developing a new SNA metric and network search algorithm 
based on evolutionary computing to further improve the 
precision of the MCNA-DRL model. The performance of the 
search algorithm based on evolutionary computing will be 
compared with the MCTS model. The new SNA metric, will be 
indexed with metadata weights and is expected to further 
enhance predictive precision of the model as current findings 
indicate that models incorporating metadata are more reflective 
of real-world characteristics. 
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